
This report looks at the following areas:

•• How Gen Z is shaping coffee culture
•• Impact of increased economic uncertainty on consumers’ coffee

purchasing behaviors
•• Popularity of cold coffee beverages among teens
•• Coffee marketing trends
•• Whitener usage and consumer interest in flavored coffee beverages
•• Coffee beverage innovation trends

The retail coffee market has slowed after years of growth as financially
insecure consumers trade down to less expensive coffee products such as
private label coffee; 19% of consumers report purchasing less expensive coffee
to save money. The coffee market may face a short term slump yet the market’s
long term outlook remains bright.

Consumers are experimenting with new coffee drinks at home, often replicating
the recipes discovered on social media feeds; 16% of consumers report
creating specialty coffee drinks more often. This interest in home drink
innovation indicates opportunities throughout the coffee market: from high end
brewers, to specialty additives, to budget-friendly convenience options.

Gen Z now holds influence over the coffee industry and their preferences
increasingly shape wider coffee culture. Although their interest in cold coffee
beverages remains steadfast, many Gen Z consumers are branching into new
coffee formats particularly flavored roasts. Coffee companies must respond to
Gen Z’s coffee preferences; focus on cold beverage innovation, adopt best-
in-class sustainability practices, and take a lifestyle/identity approach to
coffee brand marketing.
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“Economic uncertainty
currently impacting the coffee
category is expected to be
short-lived, yet to remain
relevant brands will need to
keep up with evolving tastes,
occasions and needs,
especially of young coffee
lovers.”
– Caleb Bryant, Associate
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Figure 48: New coffee brand trial motivators, by generation,
2023

• New brand discovery occurs on social
Figure 49: New coffee brand trial motivators, by consumers
who agree that TikTok is a great source for learning about
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Figure 50: Ideal coffee brand descriptors, by coffee
enthusiasts, 2023
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Figure 53: Ideal coffee brand descriptors, top five
descriptors, indexed against total, by coffee types consumed,
2023
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• At home experimentation grows as the 4th wave movement
expands
Figure 54: Coffee behavior changes, by generation, 2023

• Changed work paradigms signals continued opportunities
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Figure 55: Coffee behavior changes, by remote work status,
2023
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Figure 56: coffee attitudes, value attitudes, 2023
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Figure 57: coffee attitudes, any agree, by generation, 2023
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• Target remote workers with emerging coffee concepts
Figure 59: coffee attitudes, any agree, by remote work status,
2023

• Promote coffee’s natural health properties and enhance
with additional functional benefits
Figure 60: coffee attitudes, any agree, by coffee enthusiasts,
2023
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Figure 65: Total US retail sales and forecast of ready-to-drink
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Figure 66: Total US retail sales and forecast of cream and
creamer, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2018-28
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Figure 67: Total US retail sales and forecast of cream, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2018-28
Figure 68: Total US retail sales and forecast of creamer, at
inflation-adjusted prices, 2018-28
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leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2022 and
2023
Figure 73: Multi-outlet sales of cream and creamer, by
leading companies, rolling 52 weeks 2022 and 2023
Figure 74: Multi-outlet sales of cream, by leading companies
and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2022 and 2023
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
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